The profiled side-channel analysis represents the most powerful category of side-channel attacks. In this context, the security evaluator (i.e., attacker) gains access to a profiling device to build a precise model which is used to attack another device in the attacking phase. Mostly, it is assumed that the attacker has significant capabilities in the profiling phase, whereas the attacking phase is very restricted. We step away from this assumption and consider an attacker restricted in the profiling phase, while the attacking phase is less limited. We propose the concept of semi-supervised learning for side-channel analysis, where the attacker uses a small number of labeled measurements from the profiling phase as well as the unlabeled measurements from the attacking phase to build a more reliable model. Our results show that the semi-supervised concept significantly helps the template attack. For machine learning techniques and pooled template attack, the results are often improved when only a smaller number of measurements is available in the profiling phase, while there is no significant difference in scenarios where the supervised set is large enough for reliable classification.
Introduction
Side-channel analysis (SCA) consists of extracting secret data from (noisy) measurements. It is made up of a collection of miscellaneous techniques, combined in order to maximize the probability of success, for a low number of trace measurements, and as low computation complexity as possible. The most powerful attacks currently known are based on a profiling phase, where the link between the leakage and the secret is learned under the assumption that the attacker knows the secret on a profiling device. This knowledge is subsequently exploited to extract another secret using fresh measurements from a different device. In order to run such an attack, one has a plethora of techniques and options to choose from, where the two main types of attacks are based on 1) template attack (relying on probability estimation), and 2) machine learning (ML) techniques. When working with the typical assumption for profiled SCA that the profiling phase is not bounded, the situation actually becomes rather simple if neglecting computational costs. If the attacker is able to acquire an unlimited (or, in real-world very large) amount of traces, the template attack (TA) is proven to be optimal from an information theoretic point of view (see e.g., [1, 2] ). In that context of unbounded and unrestricted profiling phase, ML techniques seem not needed.
Stepping away from the assumption of an unbounded number of traces, the situation becomes much more interesting and of practical relevance. A number of results in recent years showed that in those cases, machine learning techniques can actually significantly outperform template attack (see e.g., [3] [4] [5] ).
Still, the aforesaid attacks work under the assumption that the attacker has a large amount of traces from which a model is learned. The opposite case would be to learn a model without any labeled examples. Machine learning approaches (mostly based on clustering) have been proposed, for instance, for public key encryption schemes where only two possible classes are present -0 and 1 -and where the key is guessed using only a single-trace (see e.g., [6] ). In the case of differential attacks (using more than one encryption) and using more than two classes, to the best of our knowledge, unsupervised machine learning techniques have not been studied yet.
In this paper, we aim to address a scenario positioned between supervised and unsupervised learning, the so-called semi-supervised learning in the context of SCA. Figure 1 illustrates the different approaches of supervised (on the left) and semi-supervised learning (on the right). Supervised learning assumes that the security evaluator first possesses a device similar to the one under attack. Having this additional device, he is then able to build a precise profiling model using a set of measurement traces and knowing the plaintext/ciphertext and the secret key of this device. In the second step, the attacker uses the obtained profiling model to reveal the secret key of the device under attack. For this, he measures a new, additional set of traces, but as the key is secret, he has no further information about the intermediate processed data and thus builds hypotheses. Accordingly, the only information which the attacker transfers between the profiling phase and the attacking phase is the profiling model he builds.
In realistic settings, the attacker is not obliged to view the profiling phase independently from the attacking phase. He can rather combine all available resources to make the attack as effective as possible. In particular, he has at hand a set of traces for which he precisely knows the intermediate processed states (i.e., labeled data) and another set of traces with a secret unknown key and thus no information about the intermediate variable (i.e., unlabeled data). To take advantage of both sets at once, we propose a new strategy of conducting profiled side-channel analysis to build a more reliable model (see Figure 1 on the right). This new view is of particular interest when the number of profiling traces is (very) low, and thus any additional data is helpful to improve the model estimation.
To show the efficiency and applicability of semi-supervised learning for SCA, we conduct extensive experiments where semi-supervised learning outperforms supervised learning if certain assumptions are satisfied. More precisely, the results show a number of scenarios where the guessing entropy on the test set is Alan: added the GE statement significantly lower if semi-supervised learning is used (when compared to the "classical" supervised approach). We start with the scenario that we call "extreme profiling", where the attacker has only a very limited number of traces to learn the model. From there, we increase the number of available traces, making the attacker more powerful, until we reach a setting where there is no more need for semi-supervised learning. Our results show that using semi-supervised learning even in these settings is not deteriorating the efficiency of attacks. Alan: Not sure about this statement, results should be inspected
To the best of our knowledge, the only work up till now implementing a semi-supervised analysis in SCA is [7] , where the authors conclude that the semisupervised setting cannot compete with a supervised setting. Unfortunately, the assumed scenario is hard to justify and consequently their results are expected (but without much implication for SCA). More precisely, the authors compared the supervised attack with n + m labeled traces for all classes with a semisupervised attack with n labeled traces for one class and m unlabeled traces for the other unknown classes (i.e., in total n + m traces). On the basis of such experiments, they concluded that the supervised attack is better, which is intuitive and straightforward. A proper comparison would be between the supervised attack with n traces and the semi-supervised attack with n + m traces, where m is mostly smaller than n, which is the direction we take in this Alan: m may be smaller, equal or larger. We actually use mostly larger m than n paper. Additionally, our analysis is not restricted to only one labeled class in the learning phase. Note, we primarily focus on improving the accuracy if the profiling phase is limited. Since we are considering extremely difficult scenarios, the improvements one can realistically expect are often not too big (i.e., in the range of only a few percents). Still, we consider any improvement to be relevant since it makes the attack easier, while not requiring any additional knowledge or measurements.
Semi-supervised Learning Types and Notation
Semi-supervised learning (denoted as SSL in the rest of the paper) is positioned in the middle between supervised and unsupervised learning. There, the basic idea is to take advantage of a large quantity of unlabeled data during a supervised learning procedure [8] . This approach assumes that the attacker is able to possess a device to conduct a profiling phase but has limited capacities. This may reflect a more realistic scenario in some practical applications, as the attacker may be limited by time, resources, and also face implemented countermeasures which prevent him from taking an arbitrarily large amount of side-channel measurements, while knowing the secret key of the device. Let x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) be a set of n samples where each sample x i is assumed to be drawn i.i.d. from a common distribution X with probability P (x). This set x can be divided into three parts: the points x l = (x 1 , . . . , x l ) for which we know the labels y l = (y 1 , . . . , y l ) and the points x u = (x l+1 , . . . , x l+u ) for which we do not know the labels. Additionally, the third part is the test set x t = (x l+u+1 , . . . , x n ) for which labels are also not known. We see that differing from the supervised case, where we also do not know labels in the test phase, here unknown labels appear already in the training phase. As for supervised learning, the goal of semi-supervised learning is to predict a class for each sample in the test set x t = (x l+u+1 , . . . , x n ). For semi-supervised learning, two learning paradigms can be discussed: transductive and inductive learning [9] . In transductive learning (which is a natural setting for some semi-supervised algorithms), predictions are performed only for the unlabeled data on a known test set. The goal is to optimize the classification performance. More formally, the algorithm makes predictions y t = (y l+u+1 , . . . , y n ) on x t = (x l+u+1 , . . . , x n ). In inductive learning, the goal is to find a prediction function defined on the complete space X , i.e., to find a function f : X → Y. This function is then used to make predictions f (x i ) for each sample x i in the test set. Obviously, transductive learning is easier, since no general rule needs to be inferred, and, consequently, we opt to conduct it whenever possible. From the algorithm class perspective, we will use two approaches in order to achieve successful semi-supervised learning, namely: self-training [9] (Section 2.1) and graph-based algorithms [9, 10] (Section 2.2). Alan: Just to relate with the previous sentence, which of the two algorithms is transductive, and which one is inductive? Is graph-based learning transductive? Stjepan, can you comment?
On an intuitive level, semi-supervised learning sounds like an extremely powerful paradigm (after all, humans learn through semi-supervised learning), the results show that it is not always the case. More precisely, when comparing semi-supervised learning with supervised learning, it is not always possible to obtain more accurate predictions. Consequently, we are interested in the cases where semi-supervised learning can outperform supervised learning. In order for that to be possible, the following needs to hold: the knowledge on p(x) one gains through unlabeled data has to carry useful information for inference of p(y|x). In the case where this is not true, semi-supervised learning will not be better than supervised learning and can even lead to worse results. To assume a structure about the underlying distribution of data and to have useful information in the process of inference, we use two assumptions which should hold when conducting semi-supervised learning [9] .
Smoothness Assumption. If two points x 1 and x 2 are close, then their corresponding labels y 1 and y 2 are close. The smoothness assumption can be generalized in order to be useful for semi-supervised learning: if two points x 1 and x 2 in a high density region are close, then so should the corresponding labels y 1 and y 2 be.
Intuitively, this assumption tells us that if two samples (measurements) belong to the same cluster, then their labels (e.g., their Hamming weight or intermediate value) should be close. Note that, this assumption also implies that, if two points are separated by a low-density region, then their labels need not be close. The smoothness assumption should generally hold for SCA, as the power consumption (or electromagnetic emanation) is related to the activity of the device. For example, a low Hamming weight or a low intermediate value should result in a low side-channel measurement.
Manifold Assumption. The high-dimensional data lie on or close to a lowdimensional manifold. If the data really lie on a low-dimensional manifold, then the classifier can operate in a space of the corresponding (low) dimension.
Intuitively, the manifold assumption tells us that a set of samples is connected in some way: e.g., all measurements with the Hamming weight 4 lie on their own manifold, while all measurements with the Hamming weight 5 lie on a different, but nearby, manifold. Then, we can try to develop representations for each of these manifolds using just the unlabeled data, while assuming that the different manifolds will be represented using different learned features of the data.
Self-training
In self-training (or self-learning), any classification method is selected and the classifier is trained with the labeled data. Afterward, the classifier is used to classify the unlabeled data. From the obtained predictions, one selects only those instances with the highest output probabilities (i.e., where the output probability is higher than a given threshold σ) and then adds them to the labeled data. This procedure is repeated k times.
Self-training is a well-known semi-supervised technique and one that is probably the most natural choice to start with [9] . The biggest drawback with this technique is that it depends on the choice of the underlying classifier and that possible mistakes reinforce themselves as the number of repeats increase. Naturally, one expects that the first step of self-learning will introduce errors (wrongly predicted classes). It is therefore important to retain only those instances for which the prediction probability of the class is high. Unfortunately, a very high class prediction probability (even 100%) does not guarantee that the actual class is correctly predicted. We use adaptive treshold σ for predicted class probability, as explained in section 4.
Alan: Should we add adaptive threshold's description here rather than in section 4?
Graph-based Learning
In graph-based learning, the data are represented as nodes in graphs, where a node is both labeled and unlabeled example. The edges are labeled with the pairwise distance of incident nodes. If an edge is not labeled, it corresponds to the infinite distance. Most of the graph-based learning methods depend on the manifold assumption and refer to the graph by utilizing the graph Laplacian. Let G = (E, V ) be a graph with edge weights given by w : E → R. The weight w(e) of an edge e corresponds to the similarity of the incident nodes and a missing edge means no similarity. The similarity matrix W of graph G is defined as:
The diagonal matrix called the degree matrix D ii is defined as D ii = j W ij . To define the graph Laplacian two well-known ways are to use:
We use graph-based learning technique called label spreading that is based on normalized graph Laplacian. In this algorithm, node's labels propagate to neighbor nodes according to their proximity. Since the edges between the nodes have certain weights, some labels propagate easier. Consequently, nodes that are close (in the Euclidean distance) are more likely to have the same labels.
Experimental Setting

Classification Algorithms
In supervised learning, we use template attack and its pooled version, random forest (RF), multilayer perceptron (MLP), and Naive Bayes (NB) algorithms. The k−NN algorithm is used only in graph based semi-supervised learning. We use k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) (i.e., the technique how to assign labels) since it produces a sparse matrix that can be calculated very quickly. For self-training, we use Naive Bayes. In all the experiments, we use Python [11] . Alan: Karlo, do we?
Template Attack The template attack (TA) relies on the Bayes theorem such that the posterior probability of each class value y, given the vector of N observed attribute values x:
where X = x represents the event that
When used as a classifier, p(X = x) in Eq. (2) can be dropped as it does not depend on the class y. Accordingly, the attacker estimates in the profiling phase p(Y = y) and p(X = x|Y = y) which are used in the attacking phase to predict p(Y = y|X = x). Note that the class variable Y is discrete while the measurement X is continuous. So, the discrete probability p(Y = y) is equal to its sample frequency where p(X i = x i |Y = y) displays a density function. Mostly in the state of the art, TA is based on a multivariate normal distribution of the noise and thus the probability density function used to compute p(X = x|Y = y) equals:
where µ y is the mean over X for 1, . . . , D and Σ y the covariance matrix for each class y. The authors of [12] propose to use only one pooled covariance matrix to cope with statistical difficulties that result into low efficiency. We will use both versions of the template attack, where we denote pooled TA attack as TA p .
Naive Bayes The Naive Bayes (NB) classifier [13] is also based on the Bayesian rule but is labeled "Naive" as it works under a simplifying assumption that the predictor features (measurements) are mutually independent among the D features, given the class value. The existence of highly-correlated features in a dataset can influence the learning process and reduce the number of successful predictions. Also, NB assumes a normal distribution for predictor features. NB classifier outputs posterior probabilities as a result of the classification procedure [13] . The Bayes' formula is used to compute the posterior probability of each class value y given the vector of N observed feature values x.
Multilayer Perceptron The multilayer perceptron (MLP) is a feed-forward artificial neural network. MLP uses the backpropagation learning algorithm for training [14] . We use MLP with 4 hidden layers where the number of neurons per layer are 50, 30, 20, 50. We use the 'adam' solver and the 'relu' activation function.
Random Forest Random Forest (RF) is a well-known ensemble decision tree learner [15] . Decision trees choose their splitting attributes from a random subset of k attributes at each internal node. The best split is taken among these randomly chosen attributes and the trees are built without pruning. RF is a parametric algorithm with respect to the number of trees in the forest. It is also a stochastic algorithm, because of its two sources of randomness: bootstrap sampling and attribute selection at node splitting. In our experiments, we use random forest consisting of 200 trees.
k-NN k-nearest neighbors is the basic non-parametric instance-based learning method. The classifier has no training phase; it just stores the training set samples. In the test phase, the classifier assigns a class to an instance by determining the k instances that are the closest to it, with respect to Euclidean distance metric:
Here, a r is the r -th attribute of an instance x. The class is assigned as the most commonly occurring one among the k -nearest neighbors of the test instance. This procedure is repeated for all test set instances.
Datasets
We use three datasets in our experiments. To test across various settings, we target 1) high-SNR unprotected implementation on a smartcard [16] , 2) low-SNR unprotected implementation on FPGA, and 3) low-SNR implementation on a smartcard protected with the randomized delay countermeasure.
We do not consider the variations in the number of available points of interest (features), since in such a case, the number of scenarios would become quite large. We select 50 points of interests with the highest correlation between the class value and data set for all the analyzed data sets and investigate scenarios with a different number of classes -9 classes and 256 classes.
Calligraphic letters (e.g., X ) denote sets, capital letters (e.g., X) denote random variables taking values in these sets, and the corresponding lowercase letters (e.g., x) denote their realizations. Let k * be the fixed secret cryptographic key (byte) and the random variable T the plaintext or ciphertext of the cryptographic algorithm which is uniformly chosen. The measured leakage is denoted as X and we are particularly interested in multivariate leakage X = X 1 , . . . , X D , where D is the number of time samples or features (attributes) in machine learning terminology.
Considering a powerful attacker who has a device with knowledge about the secret key implemented, a set of N profiling traces X 1 , . . . , X N is used in order to estimate the leakage model beforehand. Note that this set is multi-dimensional (i.e., it has a dimension equal to D × N ). In the attack phase, the attacker then measures additional traces X 1 , . . . , X Q from the device under attack in order to break the unknown secret key k * .
DPAcontest v4
The dataset provides measurements of a masked AES software implementation [16] . As the mask is known, one can easily turn it into an unprotected scenario. Though, as it is a software implementation, the most leaking operation is not the register writing, but the processing of the S-box operation and we attack the first round. Accordingly, the leakage model changes to
where P b1 is a plaintext byte and we choose b 1 = 1. Again we consider the scenario of 256 classes and 9 classes (considering HW (Y (k * ))). Compared to the measurements from version 2, the model-based SNR is much higher and lies between 0.1188 and 5.8577.
Unprotected AES-128 on FPGA This dataset targets an unprotected implementation of AES-128. AES-128 core was written in VHDL in a round based architecture, which takes 11 clock cycles for each encryption. The AES-128 core is wrapped around by a UART module to enable external communication. It is designed to allow accelerated measurements to avoid any DC shift due to environmental variation over prolonged measurements. The design was implemented on Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA of a SASEBO GII evaluation board. Side-channel traces were measured using a high sensitivity near-field EM probe, placed over a decoupling capacitor on the power line. Measurements were sampled on the Teledyne LeCroy Waverunner 610zi oscilloscope and the trace set is publicly available at https://github.com/AESHD/AES HD Dataset. Although the full dataset consists of 1 250 features, here we use only the 50 most important features, as selected with the Pearson correlation. A suitable and commonly used (HD) leakage model when attacking the last round of an unprotected hardware implementation is the register writing in the last round [16] These measurements are relatively noisy and the resulting model-based SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) has a maximum value of 0.0096. As this implementation leaks in HD model, we denote this implementation as AES HD.
Random Delay Countermeasure Dataset The third dataset uses a protected (i.e., with a countermeasure) software implementation of AES. The target smartcard is an 8-bit Atmel AVR microcontroller. The protection uses random delay countermeasure as described by Coron and Kizhvatov. The trace set is publicly available at https://github.com/ikizhvatov/randomdelays-traces [17] . Adding random delays to the normal operation of a cryptographic algorithm has an effect on the misalignment of important features, which in turns makes the attack more difficult. As a result, the overall SNR is reduced. We mounted our attacks in the Hamming weight power consumption model against the first AES key byte, targeting the first S-box operation. The dataset consists of 50 000 traces of 3 500 features each. The best 50 features were selected using Pearson correlation. For this dataset, the SNR has a maximum value of 0.0556. In the rest of the paper, we denote this dataset as the AES RD.
Dataset Preparation
We experiment with randomly selected 50 000 measurements (profiled traces) from all three datasets. The datasets are standardized by removing the mean and scaling to unit variance. In supervised scenario, the measurements are randomly divided into 1:1 ratio for training and test sets (i.e., 25 000 in total for training and 25 000 for testing). The training datasets are divided into 5 stratified folds and evaluated by 5-fold cross-validation procedure for appropriate parameter tuning. For semi-supervised learning, we divide the training dataset into a labeled set of size l and unlabeled set of size u, as follows: -(100+24.9k): l = 100 , u = 24 900 → 0.4% vs 99.6% -(500+24.5k): l = 500 , u = 24 500 → 2% vs 98% -(1k+24k): l = 1 000 , u = 24 000 → 4% vs 96% -(10k+15k): l = 10 000 , u = 15 000 → 40% vs 60% -(20k+5k): l = 20 000 , u = 5 000 → 80% vs 20%
Experimental Results
In SCA, an adversary is not only interested in predicting the labels y(·, k * a ) in the attacking phase, he also aims at revealing the secret key k * a . Common measures of a SCA are the success rate (SR) and the guessing entropy (GE). In particular, let do we really use SR?
Alan: we don't report on it. Maybe we should remove it and say: "A common measure of SCA is the guessing entropy (GE)... us assume, given Q amount of samples in the attacking phase, an attack outputs a key guessing vector g = [g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g |K| ] in a decreasing order of probability with |K| being the size of the keyspace. So, g 1 is the most likely and g |K| the least likely key candidate.
The SR is defined as the average empirical probability that g 1 is equal to the secret key k * a . The GE is the average position of k * a in g. As SCA metrics, Alan: This sentence should be removed.
besides plotting GE and SR, we report the number of traces needed to reach a success rate SR of 0.9 as well as a guessing entropy GE of 5. We use '-' in case these thresholds are not reached within the test set.
In supervised learning, the classifiers are built on the labeled training sets and estimated on the unlabeled test set. We give results here only for the results obtained from the test phase. When discussing semi-supervised learning, we first learn the classifiers on the labeled sets. Then, we learn with the labeled set and unlabeled set in a number of steps, where in each step, we augment the labeled set with the most confident predictions from the unlabeled set. Once we cannot add any more measurements, we finish the learning phase. Finally, we conduct the estimation phase on a different unlabeled set (test set).
For machine learning techniques that have parameters to be tuned, we conducted a tuning phase on labeled sets and use such tuned parameters in consequent experimental phases. The best obtained tuning parameters, with respect to accuracy of the classifiers, are given in the description of the techniques. When Alan: Stjepan, is this correct?
using k-NN with label spreading, we select k to be equal to 7. Naive Bayes and template attack do not have parameters to tune. For semi-supervised learning, we use the adaptive σ parameter. In the beginning the σ is respectively high (e.g. 0.99). Parameter value stays unchanged as long as exists classification progress of the unlabeled examples. The sigma value is decreased by 20% when exist unlabeled examples and classification has not been made. If certain period of time the size of unlabeled set remains the same, σ is set to 0. Alan: Karlo, most of the sentences are unclear and I'm unsure what you meant. For instance, "in the beginning the sigma is respectively high (e.g. 0.99) is ambiguous. What is the exact starting value for sigma? Then, "The sigma value is decreased by 20% when exist unlabeled examples and classification has not been made" I just don't understand. How large is sigma after the first iteration of decrease? Is this repeated? The last sentence probably means that if there is no progress, than the procedure ends?
In Tables 1-3 , we give the results on the number of traces needed to reach the GE = 5 for the DPAcontest v4, AES H D and AES R D datasets, respectively, for all methods and all dataset sizes.
DPAcontest v4 Dataset Results
The results for DPAcontest v4 Dataset show...
AES HD Dataset Results
The results for AES H D dataset show...
AES RD Dataset Results
Conclusions and Future Work
Previously, in the SCA community, profiled side-channel analysis has been considered as a strict two-step process, where only the profiled model is transferred between the two phases. Here, we explore the scenario where the attacker is more restricted in the profiling phase but can use additional available information given from the attacking measurements to build the profiled model. Two approaches to SSL have been studied in scenarios with low/high noise, 9/256 classes for prediction, and a different number of measurements in the profiling phase. As side-channel attack techniques, we use two ML techniques (Naive Bayes and SVM), template attack, and its pooled version. The obtained results show that SSL is able to help in many scenarios. Significant improvements are achieved for the template attack and its pooled version in the low noise scenario. Particularly, we observed that using additional samples from the attacking phase improved the estimation of the covariance matrices which resulted in improvements of more than 70%. It is shown that the higher the number of samples in the profiling phase, the less influential are the added unlabeled samples from the attacking phase. In the scenarios with no increase in accuracy, the behavior is not significantly deteriorated compared to supervised learning (standard profiling), which makes SSL a general technique to be considered. When considering the scenario with high noise, the improvements are smaller, since those scenarios are, in general, much more difficult to attack.
As future work, we may consider the scenarios where the number of labeled traces is extremely small (100 labeled traces or less), while the number of unlabeled examples is much larger, e.g., 30 000, as we have shown that the greatest benefit of SSL is in these extreme cases. A second research direction would be to consider not only those measurements with the highest probabilities but also to use the distribution of probabilities from SSL learning. Additionally, in the semisupervised phase, we used ML classifiers to obtain new labeled measurements, but there is no reason why not try using TA p attack. Consequently, we plan to
